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1. Experience: Check the company’s portfolio and see if they have 
experience developing apps similar to what you want. The company’s 
experience will give you a good idea of their skills and expertise. 

4. Team: Learn about the company’s team members, including their 
technical skills and expertise, and see if they have experience developing 
apps for the platform you want. Also, make sure the company and the 
team have clear communication channels to ensure smooth progress of 
the project.  

7. Technical Skills: Evaluate the technical skills of the company, such 
as knowledge of different programming languages and technologies 
that will be required to develop your app. 

2. Reputation: Check the company’s online reviews and ratings, ask for 
references from previous clients, and research the company’s reputation 
in the industry. 

5. Pricing: Compare the company’s pricing to other app development 
companies to ensure you get a fair deal. Be wary of companies that  
offer significantly lower prices than their competitors.

8. Quality: Check if the company follows best practices regarding  
quality assurance, testing, and bug fixes. Make sure the app is thoroughly 
tested before it is released. 

3. Development Process: Ask about the company’s development 
process and ensure it aligns with your expectations and requirements. 
You can also ask for a detailed project plan.  

6. Support and maintenance: Check what support and mainte-
nance services the company provides after the app is launched. Ensure 
the company is available to provide necessary updates, bug fixes, and 
enhancements. 

9. Ownership: Ensure the chosen company agrees to transfer the 
app’s ownership to you after completing the project. 

[Checklist] Evaluating app development company checklist.

When evaluating an app development company, it’s essential to consider various  
factors to ensure the company can deliver your desired app. Here is a checklist of 
items you should consider: 


